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Use a Call To Action anywhere where a 
user might get a "mindset shift".

Use your CTA multiple times

Show customers the value they will get 
when they click the button. Ask yourself: 
"Why should customers take action?" 

Show the value

Use accessibility tools to see if the contrast 
is high enough and if people with color 
blindness can still see the button.

Design for color blindness

Use graphical elements like arrows or 
signs that hint at the CTA.

Use additional elements 

Instant gratification words show users 
that they will immediately benefit from 
taking action (Now, In seconds, Today).

Use instant gratification words 

Focus on the primary target audience and 
on the buying stage, which has the most 
business impact.

Focus on one main Call To Action 

Use hints and helper text to describe what 
is going to happen once the user takes 
the action.

Describe what is going to happen

Put your CTA "Above the fold" on your 
website, where people can easily see it.

Put your CTA in prominent spots 

Avoid "Learn more" or "Submit". Generic 
words neither show users what will 
happen next nor the benefit they will get.

Avoid generic words

Make sure that colors are well saturated, 
can be separated from the background, 
and motivate users to take action.

Use prominent colors

Use helper text and hints to address your 
user's fears and objections right away.

Address your users' fears

Use Whitespace and remove distractions 
to steer your users' focus to the CTA.

Use whitespace
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Use action words that motivate users to 
take a specific action (Learn, Start, Get, 
Contact, Request).

Use action words
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